Chromosome mapping, molecular cloning and expression analysis of a novel gene response for leaf width in rice.
Genetic analysis revealed that narrow leaf, small panicle, thin and slender stems as well as low fertility rate of an Indica rice variety were recessive traits and controlled by a single gene. Applying map-based cloning strategy, a novel narrow leaf gene, which was named nal11 was delimited to an interval of 58.3 kb between the InDel markers N10 and InD5016. There are 9 genes in the mapping interval, and only a heat shock DNAJ protein encode gene (Os07g09450) has a specific G to T SNP, which was occurred at the last base of the second exon of Os07g09450 in ZYX. 5' and 3' RACE result shown that there were two transcripts in NAL11, and the SNP in nal11 leads to a variable shear of mRNA. In addition, this type of mRNA alternative splicing together with a stop codon closely followed the SNP which caused termination of translation destroyed the DNAJ domain of nal11's product. These results suggested that the heat shock DNAJ gene was most likely to be the candidate gene of nal11. The results of RT-PCR and real-time PCR further verified that the SNP in the ZYX-nal11 gene affects mRNA splicing pattern. Phenotype of ZYX may be caused by a statistically significant reduction in the total number of small veins in leaf, size and number of small vascular bundles and cells in stems, similar to several previous reported mutations. The basic molecular information we provide here will be useful for further investigations of the physiological function of the heat shock DNAJ gene, which will be helpful in better understanding the role of the DNAJ family in regulation of plant type traits such as leaf width of rice.